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do some pieces between the foils of their dimensional service, or 
add pieces to the hair when they come in for a Single Process. 

Hair Painting is a fast technique that delivers a soft natural dimension. This technique 
can also be used for maintenance between the “full” dimensional foil service. IF we 
haven’t introduced hair painting to clients previously, or want to start using hair painting 
techniques on our clients, hair paint between foils is a great way to introduce  this 
technique to our clients. 
How do we introduce this to our clients? Through the consultation. 

Consultation
A way to introduce Freehand to clients is to 

Ask for the inspiration image and see if the effect of the image calls for a natural finish. 

For clients you want to start hair painting on, use the time in consultation to introduce 
the technique and explain what kind of dimensional effect it gives. This will be up to you 
to decide what the price will be for your time and service. 

When To Freehand Between Foils
Create Variation - Doing a Freehand Hair painting technique between foils is a fast way of 
creating variation in a foil placement to give a solid hair color pallet a “lived-in” finish. 
Place your foils first, then hair paint on the pieces between the foil

 



Start by sectioning the head in quarters. 
Take a shallow tear drop section at the top of the head working with the part. 
Place foils around face and diagonally up either side of the head. 
Place foils diagonally up the back two subsections. 
Hair Paint the dimension between the foils, careful not to disturb the already placed 
foils. By gently lifting and clipping out of the way. 
Process and Gloss

Cont'd

Soften Lines - Softens any hard lines or a strong line of demarcation from previous 
lightening services that need softening 

Cleansing - Hair Painting is a fast way of “cleansing” or lighten up the level of previously 
colored ends 

Improve Efficiency – Freehand Hair Painting is a quick technique that delivers when using 
the LIFT Freehand Powder Lightener

Placement 
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